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You've taken my blues and goneYou sing 'em on Broadway
And you sing 'em in Hollywood Bowl,
And you mixed 'em up with symphonies
And you fIxed 'em
So they don't sound like me.
Yep, you done taken my blues and gone.
You also took my spirituals and gone.
You put me in Macbeth and Cannen Jones
And all kinds of Swing Mikados
And in everything but what's about meBut someday somebody'll
Stand up and and talk about me,
And write about me,
And put on plays about me!
I reckon it'll be
Me myselfl
Yes, it'll be me.
-"Note on Commercial Theater," from
Selected Poems of Langston Hughes

Presence and Absence: An Introduction
This paper proposes that historically and contemporarily African-Americans were and are severely underrepresented in the Eurocentric press, are portrayed
stereotypical1y, depicted in low-status occupational roles
and denied news or public affairs programs to adequately
serve their informational needs (Poindexter & Stroman,
1981; Gardner, 1983; Addessa, 1991; Entman, 1992).
Specifically, the social forces identified by the Kerner
Commission Report, directly and continuously affect the

level of participation of African-Americans in tdevisioTl
news media (Tait & Perry, 1987). Furthermore, where
African-Americans were placcd in pro~ramming policy
making positions, subsequent news conknt and cov('rage displayed an Afrocentric perspective.
The following theories diseuss the po!<~ntial impact
of mass media on society and individuals and s(~rve to
underscore the media's traditional impact on them hoth.
The agenda-setting function of the media is the dose relationship between the relative emphasis the media giv('s
to different issues and the relative importance tlw public plaees on them (Cohen, 1963; Shaw & McComhs,
1977). Lazarsfeld and Merton (1960) descrihed ".,Iaill.,
conferral:' a~ coverage hy the press that enhances the ~ta
tus or pereeived importance of the person or evcnt
covered. Meaning theory deseribes tlw mass media as
an important part of the process of communication in
modern society. The media playa significant role in shaping and stabilizing the meanings experienced for the symbols of language. These meanings, in turn, shape
behaviors towards those asp(~cts of the social and physical order that are labeled by words. According to thi"
theory, a medium like television can innuence thf~ public on how to intepret such labels as "women," "AfricanAmericans" and "sexual attractiveness" (Ball-Rokeach &
Defleur, 1975).
Television presents Afriean-Amaicans 10 the viewing public as deviant, threatening, and unintelligent subhumans. Based on the agenda-setting, status conferral,
and meaning theories, television news makes an ind .. lible impression because of its visual impact and il~
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tendency, by means of inertia, to shape and stabilize the
meanings experienced from the symbols of language. The
way to correct these negative stereotypical images would
be to develop programming which examines from a
"Black perspective" the African-American experience. In
the media world this would require station owners,
writers, producers and individuals who have the perspective to present the African-American experience. A paradigm for creating such foci of analyses that some
African-American media scholars historically embraced,
without the benefit of the label, is Afrocentrism. Afrocentricity involves a systematic exploration of relationships,
social codes, cultural and commercial customs, my thoforms, oral traditions and proverbs of the peoples of
Africa and the Mrican Diaspora. Afrocentricity is the belief in the centrality of Africans in Postmodern history.
Nija: The Way is the Mrocentricity doctrine that is
the collective expression of the Afrocentric wo~ldview:
Nija represents the inspired Afrocentric spirit found in
the tra~itions ~f African-Americans. There are six parts
to a NIJa meetmg. They are: (1) Libation to Ancestors
(honors. ancestors), (2) Poetry and Music Creativity (free
expressIOn of creativity), (3) Nom mo : Generative Word
Power (Afrocentric discussions of all the problems of the
world occ~r), (4) Affirmation (reinforce victorious beliefs),
(~) T~achmg from Nija (Mrocentric ideology), and (6)
LIbatIOn to Posterity.

Nom~o is ~~pecially relevant to an analysis of
Afr?centnc teleVIsIOn programming. Nommo is an opportunIty for t~e dis?ussion of problems and the place where
~acts are. dlssemmated. Historical, cultural and political
mformatlOn can also be discussed during Nommo A
o~
Afrocentric television program attempts to reflect
these conc.ept~ in various forms. Afrocentric television
programmmg IS also a form of Nommo (Asante 1989)
~e by Show, :uthou~h not explicating eve~ avenu~
nca.n-Amencan life, represents the protot e
~frocentflc television program as the images produ~~d
; th~ show were consistently reflective of Africanm.encan cult~re. The direction of the programmin was
~f~c.a~-Amencan mfl~enced. Conversely, the Amo; and
n ) s 01~ was the antIthesis of Mrocentrism. In this work
Afroc~ntflc theory is utilized to interpret how African~~eflc~~s are portrayed and should be portrayed in the
~n Ue?1I m~s media. The effects of the portra al are
:~e~t~ca~ly I~teb~wine.d to viewing habits, to th/extent
a 'Iewmg a Its reify negative portrayals.
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Stroman, 1981). African-American children are also
more likely to be influenced by television commercials
and to adopt behavior patterns from televised models than
non-African-American children. Since African-American
children are the heaviest prime-time television viewers,
the problems associated with agenda-setting, statusconjeTTal and meaning theories are thus magnified (Dates,
1980; Donohue & Donohue, 1977; Greenberg &
Harneman, 1977; Heckel, Leichtman & Neely, 1973;
Heckel, McCarter & Nicholas, 1971; Thelen & Soltz,
1969).
Because the media sets an agenda, confers status and
interprets meaning, one effect of all this television viewing is that it legitimizes deviant, threatening and unintelligent behavior. A self-fulfilling prophecy thus emerges;
television creates the problem, and because of its power
and appeal, perpetuates the problem by socializing
African-American youth into believing that deviant behavior is acceptable and rewarding. Furthermore, nonMrican-American youth are provided with only the resul·
tant negative stereotypes of African American youth that
continue to mar inter-ethnic relations.
From 1952-1969 a series of studies concluded that
African-Americans: changed from low to high media usage for political news (McCombs, 1968), used television
as a primary source of general and especially political
information (Becker & Stroman, 1978), were devoted to
news and minimally researched public affairs programs,
viewed local newscasts and listened to radio news regularly , and , for older and more educated African-d
Americans as opposed to younger and less ed~cate
Mrican-Americans, were more likely to be regular VIewers
of public affairs programs. These observations suggest
African-Americans viewed television as a credible source
of information concerning other African-Americans;
again, the agenda-setting function of mass media .. ?~e
explanation for this attitude lies in the increased VISIbility of African-Americans, which resulted in status conjeTTal, as other media oriented African-Americans began
to recognize their importance.
Given these trends as reported in the Eurocent~c m~
dia, in order to further explicate this informatIOn I~
Afrocentric terms, it is necesssary that the media directle
r
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Eurocentric Window Dressing
In the early days of television, African-Americans
were rarely seen on the screen. A 1962 study, for example, found that three African-American faces appeared
once every five hours (Lowenstein, Plotkin & Pugh,
1964). The drama of the civil rights movement, however,
captured media attention. African-Americans became
more visible and instilled a new awareness in the American public that they had been denied equality under the
law and that they were determined to achieve it.
Television's role in publicizing the civil rights movement raised an important issue: to what extent and in
what ways had television played a role in perpetuating
the inequality that non-African-Americans were just beginning to perceive had been suffered by AfricanAmericans? The first major study of this issue, popularly
known as The Kerner Commission Report, investigated
a series of racial disorders in order to discover what happened, why it happened, and what could be done to prevent it from happening again (Werner, 1968). The'
Commission Report concluded, among other things, the
news media failed to communicate to the American people "on race relations, and problems of the underclass.
Further the commission found the news media routine
portrayal of African-Americans as part of the society was
law, and presented African-Americans as whites saw
them, not as they saw themselves." The Kerner Commission was concerned about the effect-on whites as well
as on African-Americans-of a television world that is
"almost totally white in both appearance and attitude."
Inherent in this statement, made by a culturally diverse
commission, lies the importance of the Afrocentric idea
being represented and needed in television programming.
This indictment of the media was directed toward its
portrayal of African-Americans, and the ways in which
African-Americans and whites perceived AfricanAmericans, and at how media portrayal and presentation of African-Americans contribute to the hypothesized
psycho-sociological effect of African-American negative
self-esteem. The key to addressing the still unfulfilled
Kerner Commission documented concern lies in the willingness and the media ability to project an Afrocentric
perspective.
In support of the Commission, Roberts (1975) concluded "the most notable quality of the newscasts ... is
the relatively few appearances made by AfricanAmericans and their low visibility in those appearances."
Visibility alone does not address the concern of the Commission that was not only interested in appearance but
with attitudes and values expressed by AfricanAmericans. Contemporary programming, Black Entertainment and The Bill Cosby Show, tend to take on more
Afrocentric perspectives, as outlined by definitions stated

in this paper, but this is not true of television news in
general. Thus, the struggle for African-American idt'ntity and value perspective television programming remains
elusive.
The Kerner Commission's conclusion that a £urocentric mass media will ultimately fail in its attempts to
communicate with an audience that includes AfricanAmericans and other Americans is no less valid approaching the 21st century than when it was published 25 years
ago. The continuance of thie phenomena served in part
to encourage the Federal Communications Commission
(FCC), the agency which regulates the broadcast industry, to adopt policies and procedures designed to aSSUrt~
equal employment opportunities in all television and ra·
dio stations.

Contemporary African-American News
Programming
In 1968, however, the Kerner Commission suggt'sh'd
that the news media should perform another functionto condition viewer's expectations regarding what is "ordinary and normal" in society. The Commission found
that African-Americans were not presented in tIlt! fIf'WS
as a matter of routine, nor were they pn,senh,d within
the eontext of the society. Primarily, they appt'art,d in
the context of disorder. This ohservation is still accurate
today.
From 1973-1992 researchers found: that ract' relations as an issue was covered in a hal anced manner during a typieal week of news programming hy the ndworks
(pride & Clark, 1973), during particular incidents in
which tensions were high, that coverage of the ract' issue
tended to exacerhate racial polarization (Warren, 1972).
In stories covered during 1974, 1975 & 1977 hy ARC,
CBS and NBC, African-Americans, Hispanics, Asians and
Native Americans rarely appeared in or reported the
news; there was little news specifically devoted to the
problems or achievements of these ethnic groups and
women.
Harold Lasswell, a European mass media tlH'ori~t,
postulated in a serendipitous fa<;hi.on some of th.e elements
of Afrocentricity in his presentatIOn of tlw UJlIty of ma~s
media functions; that is, that environment, social Ilt'ritage and entertainment are ine~trica.bJy intert\,:ined as
mass media functions. In presentmg thIS hypotheSIS, La.;swell embraced the essence of the African aesthetic. However, results from research presented above and
elsewhere in the present document indicate television
news was potentially dysfunctional for African-Americans.
In terms of the theorized mass media functions, therefore, the medium probably did not fulfill La~swell's serendipitous thesis nor the Afrocentric. idea. Loc~J ne\,:scasts
were also stereotypically negatIve. conflIct onented
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(Gardner, 1983), sparsely covered African-American issues (Addessa, 1991), and promoted modem racism
(Entman, 1992).

In order to more fully understand the extent of change
since the Kerner Commission Report and the quality of
that change, an analysis of African-American television
management and ownership needs to be accomplished.
Alter (1986) stated that African-Americans, Hispanics,
Asians and Native Americans believe news coverage of
their communities could be better served if there were
minority representation in management, a belief which
coincides with the Kerner Commission's call for better
coverage of racial issues. Most of the few AfricanAmerican news directors in televison were either heading low-budget operations or at ethnic stations (Stone,
1987b). Alter (1986) stated "the desire to manage is
partly healthy ambition and partly a reflection of unhappiness over how white-dominated news organizations
cover the news."

Maddox demonstrates in this published statement essential ideas of Afrocentric theory by showing the interrelatedness of all Mrican-Americans transcending social status
and class. Maddox thus enlarges the American universal discourse because he embodies the whole spectrum
of Black culture and allows African-American voices to
speak for themselves without imposing definitions.

This section explores several Nommo examples of
African-American produced and directed programs.
These programs were and are unique because they all
sought to offer a diverse balanced perspective of AfricanAmericans and embodied Afrocentric programming. According to Asante (1988), "When the oppressor seeks
to use language and images (added) for the manipulation of our reality; Nommo, for ourselves, and of ourselves, must continue the correct path of critical analysis.
Such a path is not dictated necessarily by the oppressor's rhetoric but [by} Nija for the Mro-American intellectual. Objectivism, born of the history, culture, and
materials of our existence must be at the base of our talk
and our essaying." The goal of these programs was to
~~cument, explore and articulate African-American politICal, economic, cultural issues. The programs them~elves ~erved ~s trainin~ programs by providing
mternshlp~ to Afncan-Amencans so they might enter the
broadcastmg market. Profiles in Black and WPGR-TV
represent two examples.
. An analysis of the conception, creative format, audIence feedback, and content analysis of Profiles demonstra~e~ tha~ .Profiles portrayed African-Americans
rea~stIcall~ m Its bro~dcasts, reversing the trend of portraymg Afncan-Amencans as deviants (Tait, 1989). Gilbert ~Iaddox, Profiles host and producer, made the
followmg observations, published by The Detroit News:

~ e h.la."k peote are moving in the direction of establishina identities
o. gam:ng po heal, economic and social control of the bla:k commu:
mty. V. e are not o~posed. to the white community, but we want to make
our 0" n commumty as VIable as possible ... The series will show th
:u~ r~nge of peoP~ ~omprising the black population _ the professional:
_ 0
3\ e sUccee e ,ADC mothers with their problems and ho es
i~;r;;; students, conservative and militant clergymen ... (Mad~ox:
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A half-hour weekly television community service series, WWJ-TV (Detroit) filmed and broadcast Profiles initially during prime time (Saturday, 8:30 p.m.) from
November 1969 through December 1979. Developed
because ofWWJ-TV's desire to operate more effectively
in the public interest and, additionally, to employ increased numbers of African-American, Profiles became
WWJ's response to the Kerner Commission Report.
Maddox portrayed the African-American co~munity's
hopes and frustrations as well as highlighted theIr accomplishments and achievements. One technique .he e~
ployed was to interview guests in their home~ w~th theIr
families to display their degree of commUnIty m.volvemen!. Maddox presented African-American professIonals,
politically active persons such as retired Congressman
George Crockett (a former Judge) and Mayor Coleman
Young; significant events such as the NAACP Free?om
Fund dinner, that organization's annual fund raIser,
usually featuring some nationally renowned speaker; the
historical contributions of Paul Robeson and Malcolm X;
contributions of the working class; Detroit's ~fri?an
American and African-American controlled instltut~o~s
such as Homes for Black Children; and the commullltb s
dissident voices, including those of the Minister of t e
Nation of Islam. These stories appealed to youths, adults,
Caucasians African-Americans, female and maleail~u. '
I
I
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ble in the African-American community (Maddox, 19 .
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Metropolitan Detroit viewer. According to Frank Ang 0
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t
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h
one in America to destroy stereotypes taW
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h
f
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of Blacks-and too often BIack save 0
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f h
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dox was responsible for a number 0 ot er pro
. Black
similar objectives of those of Profiles, most notablY·.fE o- Or{;ce OJ c
and Unknown Bards, Negro History S enes, :JJ' R ort,
nomic Op,nortunity, Mayor's Development Team ep m
r
I .' Progra.
and C.P.T. (Colored Peoples' Time) Te evzsz~n
aled
Maddox's work as chronicled in this diSCUSSIOn reve f
li d aspects 0
that he was deeply grounded in the app e
d co nAfrocentricity, before Profiles, subsequent to, a?d thecomitant to such scholars as M. Karenga (Kaw;1 ; cted
ory) and M. Asante (Afrocentricity). profiles re eC e
Afrocentric programming.

The relationship between Afrocentricity and ownership can best be understood by reviewing the work of
Fife (1979). She found that: African-American ownership does impact images in the news, such images are
influenced by philosophies of ownership and philosophies
of ownership are in turn influenced by community characteristics.
WGPR-TV debuted September 1974, and holds the
distinction of being the first black-owned and operated
TV station in the U.S. It is owned and operated by the
International F.M. and A.M. Modern Masons and Eastern Star, a fraternal organization founded by William V
Banks, the first President and General Manager of
WGPR, Inc., who also owns Detroit radio station WGPRFM since 1964.
WGPR's philosophy is that African-American Detroiters deserve a television station attuned to their community in the same way that the "mainstream" media are
attuned to the white community. WGPR's stated purpose
is to provide African-American Detroiters the opportunity to have experiences with the broadcast industry, so
they stress training and community access, and they emphasize a Black perspective to the largest degree possible.
WGPR aired several hours daily oflocally-produced
programming including "Big City News," discontinued
in 1992, a 30-minute, Monday through Friday newscast.
Both themanagement and ownership see "Big City News"
(BCN) as focusing on the African-American community,
while complementing mainstream media with alternative
aspects on current events. BCN uses the same newscast
format as larer operations. Crews are sent out on assignment of general news events as well as specific events
in the Mrican-American community not covered by mainstream media. Management stresses that a BCN viewer
could not watch other stations and still feel adequately
informed on Detroit news, with the unique asset of getting that news from an African-American perspective. By
"Mrican-American perspective," management means that
1) the implications of issues for minorities are discussed,
and 2) the participation of African-American leaders in
area events is fairly and fully covered. BCN sees itself
as "commitment coverage" to represent the AfricanAmerican community.
To that end, WGPR monitors their syndicated news
sources for stories about African-American issues to supplement local coverage. They sometimes contact syndication services to complain about the dearth of
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African-American issues to supplement their loeal eOV('rage. They include as many visible minorities in stories
as possible, including neighborhood leaders as much as
city-wide or national leaders. They especially try to showcase "success stories" of African-Americans. B('suits from
a content analysis of WGl'B-TV programming show(·d
that the programming reflects the station's philosophy.
Thus the essence ofWGPR's tclevision programming
philosophy is Afrocentric because it places African id('als
at the center of its programming philosophy and tlw
ownership does not separate itself from the eommunity,
it is part of the community. It is also unique rqlOrting
in that it exemplifies the "earing or nurturing mytllOfonn"
that is part of the Afrocentric idea (Asante, ] (87).
These two programs (Profile8 and WGI'B-TV) wwe
directly successful in their aUempts to address the issues
raised by the 1968 Kerner Commission Report. Furtlwrmore, it has been demonstrated that African-American
producers and directors designed programs to pres('nt
African-American family life and social issues as ordinary and normal subject maller. Such achicvements WCf/'
accomplished where African-Americans were in policymaking positions. However, even this sparse programming accomplishment could hardly have occllrn,d without the Kerner Report's findings and its suhsequent .,ff(·("[
on FCC policy.
Research discussed in this paper and conducted ov(,r
a period of years documcnted the negh,ct of AfricanAmerieans in the news. Besearch designs of this ~tudy
focused on African-Americans in the news and in til"
production of news programming. Profile8 in lJlack and
WGPR addressed issues raised by the Kerner Commission Report; to wit, that African-Americans were not being represented and were not, moreover, being presented
in an Afrocentric context. The two programs sun'cycd
present family and social issues from a patently Afri('anAmerican perspective.
One implication to be drawn from this initial study
is that the strongest impact on the portrayal of AfricanAmericans in the news appears to be achieved whpn
African-Americans influence the conception and the n('ws
selection process. The studies indicate change is occurring, although from all accounts, such change appears
to be painfully slow. We found that, although Afrocf'lltricity had not been fully or faithfully articulated, thf':-f'
programs clearly operated within the spirit and conlf'xt
embraced by the philosophy.
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